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The Experimental Facilities Division requires a labeling system to identify and catalog the instrumentation, control, and computer cables that will run throughout the building. Tom Sheridan from the MIS Group has already made some general suggestions about the information that could be included in an Oracle-based Cable Tracking System (E-mail text distributed by Gary Gunderson on the 27th of August). Glenn Decker's LS Note No. 191 is also relevant to the subject since it addresses name assignment rules for the storage ring devices. The intent of this note is to recommend a mechanism for tracking wires/cables, with enough specifics, to which all groups in the Division would adhere when pulling cables.
Because most cables will run between various beamline devices, hutch safety components, and equipment racks, any method of tracking cables is related to the Equipment Tracking System. That system has been developed by the APS Project personnel and is described in the APS Project Equipment Tracking System Guidelines (DRAFT). It can be adopted to XFD's needs.
Two essential features of the Cable Tracking System are: 1) Each cable shell have a unique Identifier, and 2) Cable label must contain information that is helpful during troubleshQoting in the field. The Identifier is an alphanumeric string of characters that will originate in the Oraclebased Cable Tracking System. It is not necessary for the identifier to carry a lot of intelligenceits primary purpose is simply to provide a link to the database. Bar-coding the Identifier would make it easy to combine cable information with the Equipment Tracking System.
Oracle database, running under VAXlVMS operating system, is a multi-user project-wide system. As such, it will eliminate the possibility of duplicate entries. Additional benefits are expected from the ease of interface to the Equipment Tracking System, which is based in Oracle.
For the purpose of troubleshooting, it is very helpful to be able to access detailed cable data while working in any area of the experimental floor. A laptop computer equipped with an Ethernet interface card will provide such capability.
U. General Labeling Rules
Each cable label will consist of three rows. 3. Location Identifier, the third line on the label, will consist of two codes which refer to the point of origin and the location of the destination of the two ends of the cable. Each end of the cable is described by a seven-field code. The line will consist of two codes separated by a dash (-). An example of this line would be: Below is an example of a cable labeled with this system: If the cable is attached to something ~D a rack and that rack already has e label ass1gned to ~t then use its label in place of these 4 fields.
If a rack has no label then use these six characters to assign one following the rules bela
Use th~s f~eld to ~nd2cate the type of a beaml~ne
Th2S number ~s the f100r 1evel: The Cable Definition Data Form serves as the main source of information for entering data into the database system. Types of pertinent information to store in the database can be: 
